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The other development in the organisation of capital is what
is sometimes called " vertical " combination, by which a firm
undertakes all the processes of manufacture. Thus a great
firm of ironfounders will mine its ore, smelt the ore with coal
produced in its own coal-mines, quarry the limestone required
to make it into steel, make all the machinery7 in its own
engineering-shops, and even run its own ships.
As for the retail business of shopkeeping, this is falling more
and more into the hands of " chain stores " which have the
immense advantage of purchasing or manufacturing on a large
scale. This system has been applied even to such personal
articles as boots and clothes.
§ 358. social changes.—Of all the recent changes in the
daily life of the nation, we can here mention only two.
Firstly, the development of the internal-combustion engine—
first brought into a practicable form about 1895—nas taker*
people back to travel by road, and has made every part of the
country accessible to every other part. And this applies not
only to passengers but to goods. The motor-lorry carries mass-
produced commodities into remote hamlets untouched by the
railway ; and wherever it penetrates it sweeps away the last
remains of the old self-contained village life. The motor
omnibus enables townsfolk to get cheaply and quickly into the
country, and country folk to get into the town, and so obliter-
ates the old distinctions between them. Village folk who used
to do their shopping at little local shops now make weekly
jaunts to the nearest large town.
Incidentally, internal combustion has also revolutionised the
strategic position of the country. For it has made possible the
submarine and the aeroplane, which between them had deprived
Britain of her old advantages as an island. Moreover, the
increasing use of oil fuel has not only injured the Welsh coal-
fields, which supply the best " soft " steam-coal, but has made
the country dependent on overseas supplies.
There has been a remarkable and continuous rise in the

